
KNOT CHAIR



The Japanese designer Tatsuo Kuroda has 
created a chair which unites classic materials 
with modern aesthetics. With a clean and 
simple expression, the Knot chair leads the 
thoughts to classic 1950s furniture. The struc-
tural components of the chair are tied together 
with paper cord, which provide both support 
and a stylish visual expression; and, despite 
Kuroda’s Japanese background, he has been 
inspired by traditional Scandinavian design. 
The result is comfort for both body and eye.

CLASSIC MATERIALS MEET
MODERN AESTHETICS



COLLECTION OVERVIEW

Knot Chair
H: 72 x L: 58,5 x D: 50,5 x SH: 43 

x AR: 65,5-68,5 cm



Description
The Knot chair is an elegant fusion of classic materials and modern 
aesthetics. The overall impression is determined by the details, such 
as the dominant jointing points in natural paper cord, which also 
provide optimal sitting comfort.

Designer / Year Of Design
Tatsuo Kuroda / 2012

Material
Painted and lacquered ash veneer / Paper cord

Construction 
Knot chair is made from solid wood that is bent into shape and 
equipped with a seat of curved veneer. The overlapping of the bent 
wood components creates a wider armrest and the meeting points 
are tied together with natural paper cord. The chair is delivered 
assembled.

Maintenance
Clean with damp cloth. Avoid getting the chairs wet, as the color 
can rub off. We recommend to check and tighten screws every 
3-6 months. Please make sure your choice of glides is suitable for 
the type of flooring. We recommend to check the glides every 3-6 
months. If worn down, please replace. Please be aware that sharp 
objects can leave marks.

Accessories
Comes with PP glides. Felt glides can be purchased separately.  
See Glides Overview.

Test
EN 1022:2005 and EN 16139:2013. Level 2

PRODUCT FACTS

https://normann-copenhagen.presscloud.com/selection/207932828717732


Colors

Black / NatureBlack / Black Grey / Nature

MATERIAL OPTIONS
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